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In an era of Ubers and Instacarts, we are accustomed to getting what we need on demand. While this has brought
great benefits to our personal lives, this mindset can be counterproductive in business management.

Currently, every technology offers a dashboard purporting "invaluable insights," but all too often these are simply
visualizations of convenient, surface metrics. Relying on these can put a business at risk.

Getting personal
If you are not looking under the hood, you are not getting an accurate depiction of overall program success or
identifying where attention is needed.

This is especially true in the case of personalization.

More often than not, when we hear other marketers speak about ROI struggles, it is  because they are focused on
convenience metrics across the board.

The organizations where personalization is driving long-term, sustained increases in the metrics that matter are the
ones which have adopted long-term cohort metrics to get a true view into the impact of customer-centric initiatives.

Dashboards are still used for monitoring campaigns, but that is where the importance of short-term numbers ends.

Start with identifying the ways in which you can or already do personalize to develop your own plan for
measurement.

We advise marketers to think about personalization in terms of a maturity curve, with the bottom left of the curve
pertaining to the most straightforward elements of personalization (e.g. field insertion of a first name into a subject
line) and the top right of the curve focused on the truly Holy Grail for personalization: predictive, cross-channel
personalization.
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Personalization maturity curve

When looking at the elements of personalization toward the bottom left of the curve, convenience metrics work.

Consider for example, a retailer that recently dynamically inserted customers' first names into subject lines. This
quick change yielded an immediate 6 percent increase in open rate.

When that same retailer deployed segment-based geo-targeting so subscribers in San Francisco saw regional-
specific content that differed from subscribers in New York it realized a 127 percent increase in clicks.

In other words, as we move toward the right side of the curve, the impact moves down the funnel and becomes
significantly more material.

The challenge, though, comes when we move into the "blue zone" of the curve and more sophisticated programs
with dynamic pricing based on individual customer behavior, more advanced recommendation algorithms and
cross-channel coordination.

Dotted lines
While campaign-centric metrics such as email open and conversion rates can be useful barometers for some lighter
weight personalization tactics, they often yield a dangerous blind side for marketers, particularly when it comes to
assessing longer-term strategies such as cross-channel coordination.

Consider the example below, where we plot a retailer's year-over-year unsubscribe rates after the retailer introduced
first names in subject lines in April 2016 vis --vis our retail benchmark (dotted line), which is based on aggregate data
from hundreds of retailers.

Unsubscribe rates  after the retailer introduced firs t names  in subject lines

This chart would imply that opt-out rates immediately began to decline after rolling out the subject line
personalization in April 2016 and have subsequently improved year over year, that this marketing program now has a
healthy unsubscribe rate and by extension, that the personalized subject line tactic effectively mitigated customer
churn risk.

However, the cohort lens tells a very different story.



This chart examines groups of email subscribers based on the month they subscribed and analyzes what fraction
subsequently unsubscribe within 1, 30 and 60 days of signup.

When we look at the April 2016 cohort, for example, we observe that almost 6 percent of the email subscribers
acquired that month unsubscribed within just 60 days of signing up, despite the campaign-level unsubscribe rate for
April 2016 looking quite healthy.

So while the convenience metrics the campaign metrics at our easy disposal indicated all was well, the cohort data
implies that the retailer has a significant leaky bucket problem, and that in this case, dynamic content in subject lines
were insufficient reducing churn on their own.

To illustrate why this form of testing is critical when it comes to sophisticated marketing tactics, consider the report
below, which shows the same analysis, but after rolling out personalized product recommendations.

In this scenario, we see not only improvement in the campaign-level unsubscribe metrics, but we also see an
improved ability to keep new customers better engaged in their first 60 days - success across the board.

Across our client base, we see a 45 percent reduction in opt-outs when marketers personalize the content within the
email, so the results above are on trends with our long-term benchmarks.

This cohort view should be applied to all metrics.

The views we find adding most value to our customers include time to first purchase, repeat purchase rates, open
rate attrition and opt-outs. The key is to slice the data multiple ways so that you get the full picture, including by both
sign-up dates and acquisition source.

This approach keeps marketers honest on the long-term impact of their short-term optimization decisions. Frankly, it
is  this approach to analytics that really helps to unlock the true ROI of personalization.

WHILE CONVENIENCE metrics may help marketers with day-to-day optimization, it is  important to remember that
they must be balanced with reality checks from longitudinal cohort data.

Most importantly, as marketers seek to garner extensive internal resources for big cross-functional initiatives such
as personalization, it is  imperative that they build an appreciation for a long-term business view.
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